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Let’s go … What do you know?

1. What is intonation?
2. Is it the same in every language? 
3. Why is it important to use correct 

intonation?



What is intonation?
When you listen to somebody speaking you can 
hear a sort of ‘music’. This music is the pitch of 
the voice going up and down. This change of 
pitch or ‘musicality’ is the intonation. 



There are apps you can use to monitor the
pitch of your voice.



What is intonation?

The intonation we use affects how how wewe saysay
thingsthings, rather than what we say.

Without intonation, it's impossible to
understand the attitudes and emotions
that go with words.

Listen and try to decide how I am feeling. 



Good evening everyone!

1.Excited
2.Nervous/scared
3.Bored
4.Surprised
5.Sad



Intonation is also important because
it:

• signals the difference between 
statements and questions

• signals the difference between 
different types of questions

• focuses attention on important 
elements of the spoken message 

• helps to regulate conversational 
interaction



Is intonation the same in 
every language?

When we speak, everybody has their
own ‘pitch range’.

Different languages have different
pitch ranges. English has a wide
pitch range.



Is intonation the same in 
every language?

Spanish is a syllable -timed language 
whereas English is stress -timed .

Sometimes the meaning or information 
conveyed in English by the combination of 
stress, pitch and rhythm in a sentence is 
flattened by Spanish speakers.



Why is it important to use 
correct intonation?

Incorrect intonation can result in 
misunderstandings , speakers losing
interest or even taking offence !

It’s not WHAT you said, it’s 
HOW you said it! 



Why is using correct intonation
important for CLIL teachers?

• It helps our students’ overall 
comprehension.

• It makes us easier to listen to.
• It will engage our students.
• We need to provide a good model.



Intonation and grammar



Patterns associating intonation and
grammar

1. Statements: falling
2. Wh-word questions: falling intonation
3. Yes/No questions: rising
4. Question-Tags: 'chat' - falling; 'check' -

rising
5. Lists: rising, rising, rising, falling
6. Fall/rise New/shared information



1. Statements

• I’ve got a dog and two children.
• I’m British.
• I love my job.

Think of three statements to introduce 
yourself. Play speed dating. 



2. Wh-word questions

• How are you feeling?
• Why are you here?

You are going to interview a famous
person. Write 5 questions to ask him/her. 



3. Yes/No questions

Are you awake?
Is Sarah boring you?
Do you want to go home yet?

Play the name game. 
Are you?
Can you..?
Have you got..?



4. Question-Tags: 'chat'-'check'

You’re a teacher, aren’t you?

You’re a teacher, aren’t you?

Imagine you are at a 
school reunion. Talk to
an old friend. You are 
fairly sure about some
things and not sure about
others. 



5. Lists:

• CLIL teachers have to speak English, 
teach English, teach their subject, teach
culture, promote communicative
competence, improve cognition, check 
comprehension AND control the class!



6. New/shared information

This pattern is frequent when odering things, when
known or shared information is repeated for confirmation
(fall-rise) and new information is given (fall).

A - Can I have a beer (fall), please? 
B - Certainly. One beer (fall-rise). Anything else?
A - Yes, a beer (fall-rise) and a hot dog (fall).
B - That’s a beer (fall-rise), a hot dog (fall-rise)..
A - And some water (fall).
B - A beer (fall-rise), a hot dog (fall-rise) and some water

(fall-rise).



Ideas for practising

• Copy just by humming
• Use technology
• Listen, listen, listen!
• Practise by reading aloud, acting out short plays

and reciting poems.

Click here to practise using intonation to make your
language come alive! 



Further information/resources

• Further reading
Sound Foundations by Adrian Underhill
Pronunciation by Dalton and Seidlholfer
How to Teach Pronunciation by Gerald 
Kelly
Teaching English Pronunciation by Joanne 
Kenworthy

• https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/i
ntonation



Thank you, goodbye and
good luck!


